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Chemical risk assessment

Exposure to contaminant from dietary source(s) is compared to 
reference “safe” value to assess risk

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑡 =
𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑑

𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

EDI (ng/kg bw per day)

Daily food intake (kg/day)

Concentration in food (ng/kg) → measured or extracted from database / literature

Body weight (kg)



Study selection = “mini database”
Define selection criteria: contaminant, food, country, years….

Not necessarily straightforward (we’ll do an exercise)

Extract ALL possible information from the selected studies

Ex. adapted from Rahmani et al (2018) 



Data preparation = Excel file

From each study, for exposure assessment, we need:

Number of samples tested

Mean 

 Standard deviation (or RSD)

 Range [min, max]

 LOD / LOQ values

Number of samples <LOD / LOQ (“non detects”)

Number of samples between LOD and LOQ (if applicable)

Will most likely result in additional data exclusions



Meta-analysis

Can we pool data from different studies together? 

 Treat it as one single data set

Check heterogeneity (most likely)

Use Random Effects Model to estimate pooled values

 “meta” package in R

 Concentration 

 Prevalence



Meta-analysis outputs

Easy to produce for studies with n, mean and SD

Forest plot: forest.meta()

Full analysis: metamean() / metaprop()

Ex. using data from R database 



Ex. Rahmani et al (2018)

Concentration of AFM1 
in UHT milk in countries in 

the Middle East



Data pooling

Could do it for Egypt for several mycotoxin / food combinations 

Gives us a point value (e.g., pooled mean, pooled prevalence)

Useful for deterministic exposure assessment, but not sufficient 
for probabilistic

 Probabilistic includes variability; inputs and outputs = distributions



Probabilistic exposure assessment 

Need raw data to generate a distribution 
 ALL data points

Unlikely to be published

Would need to generate in the lab (targeted study) or have access to 
monitoring data

Or, if we have [min, mean, max] we could do a triangular 
distribution

But not sufficient for a full parametric model (e.g., LogNormal, 
Gamma, Weibull)



Left-censored data (“non detects”)

Usually, for contaminants, a lot of data points <LOD/LOQ

What to do with these values? Are they real 0s?

Ex. EFSA (2020) aflatoxins risk assessment



Left-censored data (“non detects”)

First option: substitution

Recommended by WHO/IPCS 
(2009) for chemicals likely to 
be present 

Used in EFSA (2020)

GEMS/Food-Euro (1995)

LB = use 0s
UB = substitute with LOD



EFSA (2010) guidelines

If mean with / without substitution not different, then 

substitute 0s with LOD (= UB)

 Fit data to a not-censored distribution (parametric model)

Otherwise, see flow chart

 Fit data to a distribution (parametric model)

 Not censored (LB and UB)

 Censored (LOD as left censored)

But again, we need raw data to do this (e.g., from 

monitoring, like EFSA 2020 aflatoxins assessment)



Semi-probabilistic exposure assessment

Simulate 3 scenarios [min, mean, max] OR 

Build a triangular distribution with [min, mean, max]

Mean
 Meta-analysis of studies from database or online, OR

 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
𝑁1.𝑀1+𝑁2.𝑀2+𝑁𝑛.𝑀𝑛

𝑁1+𝑁2+𝑁𝑛

Min (LOD?) / Max (highest observed value?)

OR, select one single study and use their [min, mean, max]
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